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AVEPOINT COMPLIANCE GUARDIAN

FOR DATA DISCOVERY

KNOW YOUR DATA
KEY BENEFITS

DATA IDENTIFICATION

Set the right level of protection
for the right data with
context-aware reporting,
notiﬁcation, and classiﬁcation –
preventing regulatory
violations across SharePoint,
ﬁle shares, databases,
websites, cloud platforms
including Oﬃce 365, Exchange
Online, Box, and social
platforms including Skype for
Business and Yammer.
Real-time scans promptly and
accurately identify regulated
and sensitive data to mitigate
harmful leaks right away.

SHAREPOINT ANALYSIS

Scan the content within each ﬁle
to determine key information
such as sensitivity level,
ownership, and purpose so you
can establish the right
procedures for protecting and
managing your SharePoint data.
As more content is created and
shared, ﬁles go from critical to
irrelevant. It then becomes
diﬃcult not only for users to ﬁnd
the information they need, but
for IT and compliance teams to
prevent regulatory violations as
well as inappropriate access.

FILE ANALYSIS

Analyze and deﬁne
unstructured data across
multiple platforms to prioritize
and declutter your data.
Identify redundant, obsolete,
and trivial (ROT) data to
improve performance and
reduce risk.
Determine service level
agreements (SLAs) for backing
up critical documents and
establish rules for record
retention to organize and
optimize your data so you can
get the most out of your
collaboration platforms.

FROM WHERE IT LIVES TO WHAT IT IS
Scan and analyze ﬁle metadata and its contents so you can better sort and secure each and every ﬁle, block inappropriate
content, and protect your most valued assets. Continuously monitor your environment to identify and review data, and get
alerted when potential violations in privacy or permissions are detected so you can resolve threats before they become costly
ﬁnes.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
Real-time and scheduled scans identify and analyze ﬁles and their content so you can map out data by ﬁle type, age, size, ownership,
location, and sensitivity level.
Classify content with user-assisted or automated tagging via a Metadata Classiﬁcation Engine.
Identify privacy or information security violations in ﬁles and assign by role and ownership so issues can be resolved by the right
people.
Security-trimmed and heat-mapped reports prioritize risk by criticality and concentration.
Report on access levels to ensure the right people are able to see, edit, download, and share speciﬁc information and ﬁle types.
File history reports show all access and modiﬁcation to pinpoint leaks.

Details of a Scan Record

Add Appropriate Tags to Enforce Classiﬁcation

How to Buy Compliance Guardian
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